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editorial
Neither Snow, Nor Sleet, Nor . . .
Our cover photo is reminiscent
of getting a holiday present that
one just couldn’t wait to try out.
Since our ranges are mostly closed,
the back yard it is!
This issue represents the end of
the calendar year 2020 and most of
us are saying good riddance. There
is quotation of legendary golf
instructor Harvey Penick which
goes “And if you play golf, you are
my friend.” I think this can be
applied directly to archery, as in “If
you shoot arrows, you are my
friend.” While we tend to tease
each other about our chosen styles,
for example my Barebow coach
once told me that I could have all of
the advantages he had “if I were just
to take the sight off of my bow,” in
general we receive all other archers
as brothers or sisters in our sport.
And while Recurve archers often
suggest that Compound archers
need to take the training wheels off
of their bows, they are just teasing.
I hope we can find that attitude in U.S. politics sooner rather
than later. We are all Americans.
We are vested in making our
democracy work. We have differences, but they are differences in
style and not substance, as all
archers differ.
I hope the year 2021 is a year
of healing, healing from COVID19, healing from political divisions, and healing our sport so we
can get back on our ranges doing
what we love.
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This issue has a number of highlights. We have Hugh Soar back.
(Hooray!) Hugh spent some time
in hospital which is never good
once we hit an advanced age, but
he made it through and we are so
glad to have an article from him.
This is one I “commissioned” in
that I asked him to write about
how people tuned their arrows in
the days of wooden arrows (apparently starting by having arrows
custom made).
We also have Veronica Mae
Soar finishing up her “helping the
helpers” series, which is directed at
those of you archery club members
roped into helping an odd beginner or two get started. Obviously
the series is also helpful to all of us
who get beginners going and our
hope is that if you like the process
that you will get certified and continue to introduce new archers to
our sport, both youth and adult.
(We are going to need this post
pandemic because I suspect our
sport will lose a lot of participants
because of it.)
Tom Dorigatti is continuing
his personal history with compound bows, still focused upon
cable guards at the moment. Who
would have thought so much time
and effort would be expended into
such things? (Not Tom’s, the manufacturers! I am personally in awe
at Tom’s level of effort.)
Simon Needham has a wonderful article on finger tabs. When

his book “The Competitive
Archer,” came out I was surprised
to learn so much about tabs that I
had not known. (I have to guard
against thinking of myself as a
“know it all,” as it so clearly not the
case.)
I asked James Park, Ph.D. to
share something of how all-carbon
arrows are designed/engineered, so
that is an interesting article . . . if you
are an archery tech geek, like me.
Randi Smith does more than
hint as to what coaches need to
learn (and can be learned during
the pandemic). James Swan chips
in with another muse on “Why
Archery?” that I think you will find
interesting. You may not know it
but James is an accomplished
movie maker. His latest project has
archery and environmentalism at
its core and we thought you might
be interested in that project and
how you can actually participate in
the creation of the movie. (No,
Netflix does not finance all movies
right now. James was asked to take
on this project by the Aldo
Leopold Foundation.)
And the AER people are back
in the saddle with a couple of their
articles directed at beginning
coaches and archers.
This is an extra-large issue
because I am so damned glad 2020
is over! Enjoy!
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Contributors
Tom Dorigatti has been an avid archer and
Bowhunter for over 55 years. He has been
hunting with a bow and arrow since he was 10
years old. Although bowhunting was his primary objective, target archery quickly took a
front seat for the times when hunting season
wasn’t open. Tom has been a member of the
National Field Archery Association for 45 years
and has actively participated in tournaments or
on ranges in no fewer than 37 states, as well as
Guam and the Azores. He has also been
involved in managing archery leagues and
tournaments up to and including NFAA Sectional events since 1968. He is a Level 3 caoch.
Tom is the author of three books, “ProActive
Archery,” “The Puzzled Archer,” and “The
Puzzled Cyclist.”

James Park says “I have three degrees in engineering from Monash University, and I have
always taken what you might call an “engineering approach” to my sport. I have never
been happy to do things a certain way simply
because that was what others did. My first
approach to a scientific understanding of
archery was back in about 1966 when I tried
to use the spacing of my sight markings to calculate my arrow velocity. In the early 1970s I
carefully studied the biomechanics of archery in
relation to optimising technique. My Ph.D.
thesis was based upon archery studies.
“My high scores for World Archery target
are 1385 for compound and 1324 for recurve
(on the 1440 Round , formerly the FITA
International Round) and for World Archery
field 357.
“I have coached a number of top-level
archers who have represented Australia in
World Championships and in the Olympic
Games.”
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Veronica-Mae Soar was first introduced to
archery in the 1970’s, she trained as a GNAS
Instructor and later upgraded to Coach. She
soon became involved with admin, at Club,
County and Regional level, mostly on the
publicity side, writing for newspapers and
magazines and occasionally being interviewed on radio. Much coaching was now
concentrated on training what were known as
“Leaders” - non archers wishing to learn how
to teach scouts and guides or school pupils; but
there were also successful coaching days for
established archers and regular sessions with
disabled archers. She, herself ,shot at many
archery tournaments and reached First Class,
shooting for her County several times.

Simon S. Needham whilst being born in
Scotland continuing to live in Scotland, Simon
has represented Great Britain in the Olympic
Games and is the author of the fabulous book
The Art of Repetition and even better companion DVD Archery in Action. Then he
followed up on that with an even better book:
The Competitive Archer. While being a
committed Olympic Recurve archer, he does
dabble occasionally with compound bows.

Hugh D.H. Soar is one of the world's leading
specialists in the history of traditional archery,
particularly the design and usage of the English longbow. He began a successful shooting
career over sixty years ago, gaining recognition as a Main Grade Coach. He is currently
Secretary to the Society of Archer Antiquaries
and the author of a number of important books
on traditional archery. They include: 'The
Crooked Stick – a History of the Longbow'.
'Secrets of the English War Bow' with Mark
Stretton and Joseph Gibbs. 'The Romance of
Archery - a Social History of the Longbow'.
'Straight and True - a Select history of the
Arrow' 'Shooting the Longbow', and in course
of preparation. 'The Young Archer'.
Hugh is a Member of the 'British Long
Bow Society', the 'Royal Toxophilite Society',
and the 'Mary Rose Society'. He is a Freeman
of two London Livery Companies, - The Worshipful Company of Fletchers, and the Worshipful Company of Bowyers.

Coach Randi Smith has been the National
Para Head Coach for USA Archery from 2005
through 2018 She has coached archers to five
Paralympic medals, including two Paralympic Champion titles. A Level 5-NTS
coach, she and her husband Larry own Salt
Lake Archery. She has been the head coach for
the Utah Hot Shots JOAD club since 1986.
Smith has two Masters Degrees: one in educational psychology and the other in adapted
physical education; both from the University
of Utah. She is a licensed professional counselor
and therapeutic recreation specialist.

James Swan, Ph.D. today is a writer, TV
and film producer and actor. www.jamesswan. com In November of 2019 he produced
the annual Hollywood Celebrity Archery
Shoot, which is a benefit for the National
Archery In The Schools Program.
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Cable Directors
—>>

Roll Out the Rollers <<—
by Tom Dorigatti

In my last article, I concluded with the following:
Finally, I leave you with a “brain teaser.” Look at the
photos below. They are of an “old” Bear Whitetail
Hunter compound bow from the later 1970’s. The
target models were the Bear Polar and Polar II. The
Whitetail Hunter was colored as depicted. The Polar
and Polar II could be gotten in a pretty green or a
white hammertone finish (photos reproduced here so
you don’t have to go back to look at them).

behind the part with the roller on it that the cable
routes around”?

Answer I gave you a hint in that it has a direct
bearing on a lot of what has happened with regard to
combining functions concerning our topic of discussion; which has been centered around cables and how
to minimize friction, wear, and side pressure. This will
only go to show that while what is going on today
isn’t all “new,” it is a case of “much improved, but definitely not new.”
This next photo gives away the answer to the question, “What is the function and purpose behind the part
with the roller on it and that the cable routes around?”

We have talked about everything on that bow at
one time or another except those “doolie flotchies” on
the ends of the riser where the cables attach and run
around.
Take a better look at this next photo. Ignore the
Cobra bow sight, and the quiver mounting bracket
and the fact there isn’t a cable guard. My question to
you is:
Question “What is the function and purpose
6
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Take a close look at the chart in the photo. You
can see that by adjusting the roller, you affect both the
poundage and drawlength of the bow! Obviously,
such adjustment had to affect arrow speed, too. All
such adjustments basically did was to put more pressure on the cables and by increasing the pressure on
the cables (by either lengthening or shortening them);
you affected both drawlength and poundage.
Remember, here, too, that the cabling was steel, the
bowstring was Dacron, and the limbs were fiberglass/maple composite. The riser was cast aluminum.
Time for Another True Story The best part of this
is that a friend of mine owned a Polar II in white, and
was shooting perfect 300’s in league on the NFAA
blue face indoors like they were something easy to do.
He purchased a brand new custom fitted PSE
Citation Presidential, and couldn’t shoot a 300 with
that bow; try as he might. He got upset after four
consecutive league nights without a 300 and came in
on the next league night, pulled his Polar II back off
the wall and shot a perfect 300 with it. The
Presidential went bye-bye. The next owner shot very
well with his new to him “cheap” PSE Citation
Presidential.
Your follow-up question may be “did the rollers”
really roll or were they just for show,” Yes, the rollers
did roll; if they didn’t then cable wear and friction
would have been a real problem.
Next Iteration:
Rollers on the Cable Guard Rod Itself
My dating and progressions are probably not perfect,
but I do recall that solid mount cable rollers mounted
on the cable guard rod or a bracket didn’t come onto
the scene until around 2009 or so. As you already
know from my previous articles, even today, many
bows still use carbon or stainless steel cable guard rods
with plastic glides (which was the subject of my last
article).
One of the earliest applications I know of,
because I have one, is a cable guard “roller glide.” It is
mounted on a 1976 model of a Bear Tamerlane II that
I have managed to find and now own. Before I get
into showing you this antiquated roller system, a few
of the specifications and details of this mid-1970’s
compound bow are in order. The Tamerlane II depicted has an axle-to-axle length (ATA) of 56˝ with a
brace height of 10˝. The wheels (true eccentrics, not
cams) have needle bearings installed. In addition,
wheels are marked with hash lines for setting the
“timing” or roll-over. The adjustment range in draw
Archery Focus

weight is a grand total of 15#. The drawlength and
timing are set using a ratchet system and then for fine
tuning the “timing,” you could put the bow into a
press and “slip” the cables slightly, being careful not to
over-tighten the lock nut that screwed into the side of
the wheel against the cable. Needle bearings?
Markings on the wheels to set “timing” or cam synchronization? We are talking 35 years ago and those
were a matter of course back then! Nothing new with
today’s bows, huh?
Now back to the “antiquated” yet not so antiquated cable roller system. I might add that this 4wheeled bow did not need this cable guard, but some
folks liked more cable clearance, so it was added onto
the bow. The cables slid freely inside the mechanism,
but the rollers “rolled” on the cable guard rod as
shown in the photos below. Thus, there weren’t any
changes in draw weight, draw length, or force draw
curve. The cables had to be installed correctly, and
you will notice in the photo that the cables cross, even
back then, always below the cable guard. That still
holds true today! You will also notice that there is
cable separation so the cables don’t contact one
another (see photo below).

The Merlin Excalibur EX-40, circa 2009
Say what? “You jump from the 1970’s ahead some 35
years?” I do this for a reason, because this particular
bow incorporates totally functioning rollers, draw
length, force draw curve, cable clearance and separation all into one necessary component of a closed cam
system’s cable management! In addition, the cable
cross is still, after over 40 years, below the cable guard.
The big thing is that the rollers themselves are not
moved inwards or outwards, the entire cable guard is
Continued on the Next Page
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moved as a unit! This system was very effective and
you could get the feel you wanted for the force draw
curve and have another poundage/draw length adjustment to boot. The next two photos are from the operator’s manual and completely explain how this cable
guard system works. The photo (right) that follows
those is of my personal Merlin Excalibur EX-40 and
the cable guard setting I found to work out the best
for me with regard to the feel of the force draw curve.
Now that I’m 11 years older (than I was in 2009), I
have considered moving that cable guard out to soften
the force draw curve up a bit more. Please note that
this is a left-handed bow. Most of the bows pictured
in the article hereafter are right-handed, so the roller
guards are in the opposite configuration. But there are
a few

changed back to a solid carbon cable guard rod with a
Delrin cable glide and a cantilevered adjustment for
cable clearance on their MyBo Edge.
You notice I just mentioned cantilevered cable
guard rods didn’t you? The next photo (just below) is a
depiction of a combination of a cantilevered cable
guard rod, along with not one pair, but two pairs of
rollers; one pair for the cables and the other pair of
rollers for rolling (not sliding) along the cable guard
rod.

It is important to note that the cable guard rod on
the Merlin Excalibur isn’t a solid rod. It is a hollow
rod, which relieved the stress on the guard so that it
wouldn’t break from the vibration and load shifting.
That did make it fragile in one respect; that being that
you didn’t dare over-tighten the bolts that secured the
rod to the riser. (A friend found that out the hard
way.) The separation of the length adjustment holes is
15 mm (or 9⁄16˝).
The cable guard system on the Merlin bows has

8
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So Many Iterations of Cable Guards with Rollers
So, once again, I think a whole book could be written
about just the different iterations of cable guards with
incorporated rollers for the cables. This section will
just show you the variants I found hanging on the wall
and in the used bow rack at my local archery shop,
Presleys Outdoors in Bartonville, Illinois.
For parallel (side by side or tandem) cable rollers
with differing lengths of brackets and angles, take a
look at the photo montage. Each brand of bow or
even different models of the same brand seem to have
different variants of how they set up their roller cable
guards and brackets. I know that PSE had a very
short cable guard rod with rollers that was flexible,
but I was unable to acquire a photo of this cable guard
configuration. For a time, the cable guard rods were
more like brackets and by fixing the rollers, they could
set the bow up with very short cable guards, thus
enhancing safety and space. It also helped the bow
hunters by not having to deal with the cable guard rod
on a let-down. The common trait of all of the variants
in the photos in the montage is that the rollers are
parallel, or tandem (side by side). Some require the
cables to be threaded through them; others do not. I
don’t think any explanation is necessary, since the
fixed roller system is not subject to any adjustments
unless it is only the angle of the cable guard bracket

for more or less cable clearance (very few give you this
option, however).
See photo montage next page.
I found the Prime Brand
of bows to have a most interesting but effective cable routing system. It is a move
towards the front and back
(Flight deck) system of
mounting the rollers, except
the Prime doesn’t have rollers
but rather has Teflon guides
that the cables run through.
Of course it is non adjustable
and one end of each cable has
to be threaded through the
appropriate guide hole.
Notice also that the positioning of the guides are on the
outside of the cable guard rod;
the reverse of most of the
other systems.
Some bow manufacturers
have taken the flight deck
approach to the positioning of
the rollers for their cable
Continued on the Next Page

Want More on Compound Archery?
Do you know why the same dozen or so archers win all of the
major compound archery tournaments? Do you know what their
advantage is? It is based on the “80:20 law” which states that “the
first 80% of the result is produced by the first 20% of the effort.”
Many compound archers settle for the 80%, but the compound
“top guns” didn’t. The question is: Do you want to tackle the
“other 20%” and see if you can join those at the top?
If so, you need to get your copy of ProActive Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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Rollers on the Wall at My
Home Indoor Range
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guards. (Flight deck indicates the “pilot” up front, and
the “co-pilot” either behind or behind and slightly
above the pilot. For you airplane people, the F-4
Phantom is a prime example of a “flight deck” configuration). The next photo shows this type of system.
Note, once again, that the cables are not easily taken
in and out of the rollers; they are threaded through
the rollers.

I found this cable roller configuration to be most
interesting. I don’t know what the company calls it, but
I’m dubbing it the “reverse flight deck configuration”
because the pilot is in front and above the co-pilot.
Hot Off the Press, New for 2021
As I was gathering up photos for this article, I noticed a
display concerning the new Elite line of bows for 2021.
I saw that their cable guard does have tandem rollers, but
Elite has incorporated a lateral adjustment for the rollers
themselves so that the shooter can adjust the cable clearance by a wide margin. This allows for shooting either
small shafts and vanes or feathers, or the larger diameter
arrows with larger vanes and feathers. This is indeed a
real innovation that I haven’t seen before. I have seen
adjustments forwards and back. I have seen adjustments
with a cantilevered cable guard rod bracket. I have seen
flexible cable guard rods. But being able to actually
adjust the rollers themselves as a unit is what I think to
be a good thing! I took a photograph of the display and
it explains what the Linear Tunable Roller (LTR) system
is all about and is pretty much self explanatory. I then
took a photograph of an Elite bow the shop has in stock.
You can more clearly see what that adjustment is
Archery Focus

all about from the photo of the system on the bow
(next page). The roller mount is clearly marked in
small increments so the shooter can adjust the rollers
and mark down the setting. The rollers are tandem
rollers. Note the adequate clearance laterally between
the two cables and, as mentioned several times the
cable cross is still set to be below the cable guard.
Conclusion
Over the past several articles we have gone through
how the cable guards became a requirement with a
closed twin cam system and how, even today, some 40
years later, cable guards are still evolving. They have
gone one way, and then back again, only to come back
around to what was working 35 years ago. Many
manufacturers are back to the straight cable guard
rods with Delrin or plastic glides; the big difference
being the rods are mostly carbon rods on today’s compounds. The roller guards are still evolving, with Elite
Continued on the Next Page
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coming forth with an adjustable, TLR system that
should really help get the cable clearance to allow the
shooter to shoot any diameter shaft without having to
cut corners or stay away from higher profile vanes or
feathers due to lack of clearance. None of us know
what the next sets of variants are going to be with
regard to the quest for the “perfect cable guard”.
Till We Meet Again
This has been fun, and has taught me something: I
have too much old and archaic archery equipment
lying around! One of these days I will have to undertake a good cleaning out of a lot of that stuff I keep
for posterity. For example, just how many of those
cable glides/slides will I ever use again?
For next time, how many of you ever heard or saw
a “NorScope 560”? What is it? Who “invented” it?
Good shooting. Be safe, be well!
Tom Dorigatti
P.S. Thanks goes to Presleys Outdoors for allowing me
to photograph the bows they had in stock and on the
used bow rack. Without those photos, I would have
been at a loss to come up with them on the internet.

Tired of Coming In Out of the Money?
Are you . . . ?
An archer who is just starting to compete who
wants to get a head start on learning how to win.
Are you . . . ?
An archer who has been competing for a year or so and
is frustrated because you are not making more progress.
Are you . . . ?
An archer who has competed for quite a while but
never seems to get to those top three spots.
Then . . .
Winning Archery is the book for you! If you have read all of the “how to
shoot” books and attended the shooter’s schools but still find something is
missing, Winning Archery addresses all the things you need to know outside of how to shoot that have been keeping you off of the Winner’s Stand.

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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The Arrow—
A Glance at the Past
(Focused on Tuning)
by Hugh D.H. Soar
To those for whom a set of perfectly cloned
shafts is fundamental to successful shooting; arrows
unvarying in profile, weight, length, point of balance,
and spine, expectation of uniformity is taken for
granted. For, how else might one maintain such close
knit groups? What purpose or point would there be in
shooting with unmatched shafts? The thought of
shooting otherwise, if it occurs at all, is instantly dismissed.
Yet, the time is not long past when such perfection was an unattainable dream. These were the days
when each arrow had individuality, being superficially
identical one with the other, but potentially concealing subtle variation; each contributing to its personality and purpose. Each possessed foibles to be
uncovered and understood.
Welcome to a world of the wooden arrow.
Welcome to “traditional” archery!
Butt and early target shooting involved ends of just
two arrows, and makers were at pains to “pair” shafts,
insofar as this was practicable. When ends were of six
arrows however, things changed for differences there
were. In consequence, wooden arrows were almost
invariably numbered, not by the maker, but by the
owner; and for good reason; for consistent accuracy
they would need to know and record the characteristic
of each.
Those that shot left, and those that shot right;
those shooting low and those that shot high, others
whose flight was unsteady, and so on. Differences
were subtle and at short distance might be of small
consequence, but as all “traditional” archers know, the
slightest variation can put unmatched shafts inches,
even feet, apart at the target.
Archery Focus

Wooden arrows were weighed against silver
coinage, itself measured in grains, for example, one
penny = 7.25 grains. On completion the weights were
then recorded on the shafts. Since coinage progressed
in three penny increments, by the nature of things,
there was a possible variation of 21 grains between
each. Fortunately grain scales were available, and
weights could be exactly measured, reasonable pairing
by weight was therefore achievable. Measurement
with calipers could compare profile and, from the late
1930’s spine could finally be determined by a GNAS
approved Spine Meter. enabling arrow makers to provide arrows in three broad definitions of stiffness:
“stiff,” “medium,” and “whippy;” actual spine values
had yet to be revealed.
With profiles mechanically exact, weights compared, and spine now broadly comparable, all seemed
set for those aspiring to ever higher scores. However,
all was not quite as it seemed.
After the 1939-45 war was over and archery had
resumed, makers of arrows changed tactics. When
supplying wooden arrows, still preferred by the “traditionalist” who nevertheless had discarded long bow
for steel bow, now specified weights and spine values
on their arrow boxes, a refinement well received by
those keen to coordinate draw weight and spine; and
had the contents matched the label description, then
all would have been well. However, there were those
who carried things a little further and, possessing
both grain scale and spine deflector set about checking. Results, shall we say, were revealing.
One such individual meticulously recorded his
findings, and the writer has his notes from the early
1950’s. Thus, a set of eight arrows purchased from
Arrow Makers PURLE, advertised as weighing 4s 3d
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Various arrow profiles. The top arrow is a Popinjay arrow with a massive blunt end as it was designed only to knock targets off of a platform
atop a high pole. Arrows were always designed for a purpose.

with a spine rating of 60, varied in spine between 60
and 65. Understandably, because of the antiquated
weighing method, variation could be expected, and
this was revealed to be between 368 and 372 grains.
Points of balance were also checked and varied
between 11.6˝, and 11.8˝ inches. Not what was specified, but acceptable tolerances for a well made set of
match arrows.
A similar set of eight bought from Messrs.
Hargreaves, but also of PURLE Manufacture, were
not as satisfactory. Individually marked 369 grains,
and 60 spine, variations were between 373, and 384
grains and 52 to 55 spine. Eventually succumbing to
progress our Note Taker bought a “tournament” set of
metal arrows. Although comparable in profile and
appearance, the advertised individual weight of 318
grains, was actually between 307 and 309 grains.
Becoming disillusioned by these variations, he
wrote to Messrs Jaques, ordering twelve metal tournament quality arrows of 370 grains, ± 0.5 grains, and
with spine tolerance between 50 and 60. Evidently
determined to get what he wanted, he made a point of
telling them that they should not supply if they could
14

not match his requirement.
The Order was accepted and a set of twelve arrows
duly arrived in response, checked for precision, they
proved to weigh between 399 and 400 grains, and were
spined between 65 and 75. Curiously the points of balance also varied, between 10.4˝, and 10.9˝. Clearly no
account had been taken of his precise requirement.
They were returned together with a “stiff ” letter of
complaint . . . and money was refunded.
By the mid 1950’s the metal bow now reigned
supreme; wood long bows were no longer featured on
the shooting line. The wooden arrow was still a preferred choice, however, by those few who, while
accepting the metal bow, found the metal arrow too
“lifeless.”
Whilst the old tackle still found favor with the
traditionalist Woodmen of Arden club, and with the
Royal Company of Archers in Scotland, in so far as
the archery fraternity at large was concerned, they
were now consigned to history.
All was to change however, for after thirty years a
new generation of archers learning from “old-timers”
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about the traditional bow and its arrows sought it out,
and with bow making and fletching skills relearned by
Makers, they returned to the target line. Now, fully
accepted by the National Governing Body of GB,
wooden bow and wooden arrow once more delight
both shooter and spectator alike. More than that, with
the mighty English war bow now in being, thirty-two
inch, four ounce bodkin-armed, bob-tailed battleshafts regularly demonstrate their awesome power.
Since the title of this article is a glance at the past, we
will now look briefly at highlights in the development
of the wooden arrow
The traditional arrow consists of nine parts, the
stele or shaft, foreshaft or “footing”, three fletches,
nock and nock-piece, and two-piece head of metal
sheath brazed around a metal “stopping”. An identifying cresting completes the picture. Each of these
has undergone change as the years have passed, each
has a story.
Modern “traditional; shafts have four profiles,
straight, “bobtailed” (tapering pile to nock), “chested”
(tapering nock to pile), and “barreled” (tapering centre to both nock and pile), a fifth, the “saddled or double-barreled” is no longer used (see illustration at left).
The flight characteristics of each varies, a variation relative to the point of balance, measured for
convenience from the middle of the shaft. Of these
variations, the barreled profile flies truest, the chested
is used for distance shooting,(clout and roving) and
the bobtailed for shorter target distance work and
particular to the warfare arrow. The straight profile is
a “maid of all work” for practice and “garden archery.”
The fore-shaft or “footing” of harder wood is
conventionally “two-point,” and “four point,”

Four and three point footings ... under construction.
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although a “three point” footing was introduced by
Philip Rounsevelle in the 1930’s.
The nock has had a chequered existence, beginning as a slot cut into the shaft, it was then strengthened by a horn sliver, inserted crosswise at the rear
before fully made of horn, to be changed again in
Edwardian times, first by a metal sheath, and then by
a full slip-over metal nock. The “bulbous” nock made
an occasional appearance.
For many of the early years, the head was formed
from a braised metal sheath surrounding a solid metal
point. Hollow steel and brass piles with varied profiles
succeeded them, the former having a two piece variant into which lead weights were placed to vary forward weight.

Brazed piles (points) of various shapes, lengths, and designs.

And so to fletches, of turkey or peahen; conventionally three, but latterly on occasion two or four –
for many years long low and triangular, only altering
in the mid 19th century to shorter triangular and
shield shapes. Two 19th century variants, helical
Continued on the Next Page

Early Thompson arrows. Note how low the fletches are which are
simple glued on. Note the nocks cut into the shafts with slivers of
horn cut in for reinforcement.
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Reading a current archery magazine this afternoon, I
was struck by an informed and technically exact article about the effect upon arrow velocity, and thus the
(assumed) potential loss of accuracy, of placing a
“kisser” on the string. Clearly we traditionalists, striving patiently for that elusive Gold evidently have
much yet to learn.
You didn’t think these were a latter-day invention, did you?

fletching, and “bat-wings” came and went. Dark wood
footing on a light wood shaft; painted between the
fletches, with bright cresting below, and so the transition from simple shaft to the traditional arrow of
today is complete. Still, minor adjustments can be
made to the characteristics of wood arrows by sanding
them (making them lighter and less stiff ), adding layers of varnish (making them heavier), and of course
straightening them by heating and bending them into
a straighter form.

Need Help Running an Archery Program?
Teaching Archery is a complete guide to setting up and operating a
public archery program. Whether teaching archery to kids at a camp,
teaching archery to adults in a park, or running an archery range at an
archery pro shop, this how-to manual will give you all the information
that you need to set up and operate your program successfully.
Appendices of never before published information contain scripts
and dialogs for instructors, class lesson plans, a glossary of terms, and
useful forms that you can duplicate and use in your own class programs.
This book is the one stop manual for building and maintaining an
effective recreational archery program. Included are many of the ideas
and techniques that have been used by Pasadena Roving Archers ( PRA
) to serve more than 10,000 recreational archers every year.
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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Designing a
Carbon Arrow
Shaft
by James Park, Ph.D.
There have been some famous engineering
mistakes due to the use of incorrect units. For example, the NASA Mars Climate Orbiter was lost due
to course correction data being provided in Imperial
units when metric units were expected. Air Canada
flight 143 ran out of fuel because of the use of
pounds when kilograms was needed. Consequently,
it is always best practice to use one set of units for all
calculations and only make conversions right at the
end if needed. I always use International Standard
units (kilograms, metres, and seconds) in all my
studies, and turn them into “archer speak” right at
the end if needed.
I this article I will step through the design of an
arrow shaft (just the shaft). First, we need to make a
few design choices. We want the point and nock to
have approximately the same diameter as the shaft,
so it is necessary to use internally fitted components.
Consequently, our arrow shaft should have a fixed
internal diameter. If we make the internal diameter
too small the join between the point and the point
shank will not have sufficient strength. The smaller
we make the inner diameter the longer we need to
make the point shank and/or the point to get the
same mass for a given point material. If the point is
longer the forces on the join with the point shank
will be higher. If we make the point shank longer it
becomes more difficult to both insert and remove
the point. I have selected 3.2 mm as the internal
diameter of this shaft for this article.
Normally, I prefer to use arrows with an internal
aluminium tube. Grade 7075 aluminium is far
stronger than epoxy and, aside from providing a better internal surface to hold points and nock pins,
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provides greater circumferential strength which better resists longitudinal splitting when unidirectional
carbon fibres are used to make the shaft, and are
aligned with the longitudinal axis of the arow shaft.
However, to keep the mathematics simple, for this
exercise we will use a carbon-only shaft constructed
using unidirectional carbon fibre composite material. We will also assume a constant outside diameter
along the shaft, noting that it will vary for arrows of
different spine. We will also assume constant stiffness along the shaft, again to simplify the mathematics.
It is necessary to consider a range of arrow stiffnesses, perhaps from a spine of 350 at the stiff end
through to a spine of 800 at the weak end. For spine
we will use the normal test where a mass of 0.88 kg
(1.94 lb) is hung from the centre of a shaft supported
at two points 0.711 mm (28 inches) apart. The spine
is the measured deflection of the centre of the shaft
in thousandths of an inch.
For a simple beam suspended between two
points (and able to rotate at those points) with a
force applied in the centre, the deflection of the centre of the beam is given by:
3
D = (F L )⁄(48 E I)
where:
D is the deflection (in metres)
F is the force (in Newtons) = mass x 9.8
L is the distance between the supports (in
metres)
E is the Youngs Modulus of the beam material
(in Newton/metre2)
(Note Young's modulus, also referred to as elastic
Continued on the Next Page
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modulus, tensile modulus, or modulus of elasticity in tension is the ratio of stress-to-strain and
is equal to the slope of a stress–strain diagram
for the material.)
I is the second moment of the cross section of
the beam (in metre4)
EI is a measure of the stiffness of the beam. E
depends on the beam material and I on its shape. If
we decide to use “25 ton/mm2 carbon fibre,” we
should first turn that into SI units. It corresponds to
E for the carbon fibres alone of 2.45 x 1011 N/m2.
However, the carbon fibres are embedded in an
epoxy matrix to hold them together. Typically, we
could have 75% carbon and 25% epoxy. That then
gives E for the unidirectional carbon fibre reinforced
plastic of 1.84 x 1011 N/m2.
The second moment of area depends on the
cross-section shape. For our tubular arrow it is given
by:
I = p⁄4 (r24 – r14)
where r2 is the outer radius of the tube and r1
the inner radius. Since we have elected to have a
fixed inner radius, the one remaining parameter we
have available to adjust the spine of the arrow is the
outside diameter of the shaft.
For example, if we select an outside diameter of
the shaft of 5.335 mm, I is then 3.46 x 1011 m4 and
E I is 6.361 Nm2. The spine test then gives a deflec-

tion of 10.16 mm. In thousandths of an inch that
deflection is 400. That is, the arrow will have a spine
of 400. (Actually, you do the calculation backwards,
starting with the desired spine and calculate the
required outside diameter). We can do this calculation for each of the desired spine sizes.
We also need to calculate the mass of the shaft.
The density of carbon is 1740 kg/m3, and for epoxy
it is 1230 kg/m3. Consequently, for our 75/25 mix
the density will be 1613 kg/m3. We can then calculate the volume per metre of length for each arrow
shaft and then its mass.
We then get the specifications in the following
table for our range of arrow shafts. We can also run
a sensitivity test for the spine on each of the other
parameters (see table top right).
There are several things to consider in that table:
• As the arrow becomes more flexible (larger spine
numbers), the outer diameter and the shaft wall
thickness both decrease. At some point the wall
thickness becomes insufficient to provide enough
strength to prevent crushing, which sets a limit
on the range of viable spines. That could be overcome by using a lower strength carbon fibre for
the more flexible arrows.
• Changing the diameter of the 600-spine arrow by
0.01 mm changes the spine by 1%. Therefore, the
required manufacturing tolerances are quite

Need An Archery Book for Kids?
Written for an 8-14 year old audience, Archery for Kids explores
with text, photos, and diagrams all the questions new archers have
about the sport they are embracing. And, each chapter ends with a
Q&A session based on the most common question kids ask about
archery.
Kids learn about the sport from one of the most knowledgable
coaches around, Steve Ruis.
Topics include:
• How to always be safe
• The ins and outs of bows and arrows
• How to buy your own gear
• How to shoot, and
• How to compete.

Makes a Great Gift for a Young Archer
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Spine Outer diameter Inner diameter

EI

Wall thickness Spine Mass per metre Mass per inch

mm

mm

Nm2

350

5.499

3.20

7.270

1.147

8.89

0.0253

9.90

400

5.335

3.20

6.361

1.068

10.16

0.0231

9.05

450

5.201

3.20

5.655

1.001

11.43

0.0213

8.35

500

5.086

3.20

5.089

0.943

12.70

0.0198

7.76

550

4.985

3.20

4.626

0.893

13.97

0.0185

7.26

600

4.897

3.20

4.241

0.848

15.24

0.0174

6.82

650

4.818

3.20

3.915

0.809

16.51

0.0164

6.44

700

4.747

3.20

3.635

0.774

17.78

0.0156

6.10

750

4.683

3.20

3.393

0.742

19.05

0.0148

5.80

800

4.625

3.20

3.181

0.712

20.32

0.0141

5.53

demanding!
• The spine depends inversely on the Youngs modulus of the carbon fibre reinforced plastic. If you
want a tight tolerance on the spine you need to
use high quality material! Even then, the spine
for a given outer diameter can be expected to
vary.
• If, for example, you decide that consistent spine is
very important, you can then measure the spine
during manufacture and slightly change the shaft
diameter to get the desired spine from arrow-toarrow (not easy to do!). That will then change the
shaft mass, so you will then probably need to sort
your shafts into matched mass groups. For lower
cost arrow shaft you could, of course, simply
accept that there will be some greater variation in
spine and mass.
• Since the shaft outer diameter changes quite
noticeably over the spine range, one diameter
point will not be suitable across the whole range.
You will need to have specific points for specific
arrow spines, which will increase the inventory
your dealers need to carry. You could overcome
that by tapering the front of all the shafts to some
smaller diameter, say 4.625 mm in this example,
and then one diameter of point could be used for
all of them, although that would add complexity
to your manufacturing.

mm

mm

kg

grains

There are several important decisions, such as the
internal diameter and the carbon fibre reinforced
plastic Young’s modulus, and associated trade-offs,
such as the wall thickness for the weaker spine
shafts. For shafts with stiffness and/or diameter
varying along the shaft’s length and possibly with an
aluminium inner core the mathematics is viable but
much more complex (I have modelled all of those
variations and the equations above are certainly not
sufficient).
Once designed, we would need to consider the
manufacturing processes. It is a much more complicated matter, with high precision needed in a number of areas if we are to end up with a high-quality
product. Not least amongst the issues that would
need to be considered are matters such as how to
measure the spine accurately, how to ensure that the
inner and outer surfaces of the finished shaft are
concentric and how to ensure that the shaft is
straight. Considering those various challenges, it
does not surprise me that top quality arrows can be
expensive.

Overall, the shaft design is quite simple mathematically (at least it is for a parallel shaft of uniform stiffness), involving only a couple of simple equations.
Archery Focus
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Why Archery? Part 2
Did we invent archery, or did it invent us?
by James Swan
More than ever before, we are a species that depends
heavily on information. Human information began
with one person developing a vocabulary to discern
individual things. Then, sharing that information
with meaning either in words, numbers, gestures or
objects. In time, information was next communicated
through songs, gestures, and rituals. Then came the
printed word on clay and even parchment, invented
over two thousand years ago. And that in turn led to
languages and art. And then came printing presses,
newspapers, radios, television, computers and ultimately the Internet.
Humans need to communicate with each other
and in the most effective methods of that time. News
today tells us what the world is like and what the
future may be. There is a lot of news today that is a
seemingly an endless procession of stories of violence
and crises, now or in the future. It seems like things
are getting worse, and with the virus epidemic causing
considerable concern, as well as the dire predictions of
the future population for extinctions and global
warming, things sound bad and our future isn’t bright.
One reason why some
news is upsetting is that
only about 1% of all news in
major media today is about
the environment, and it’s
almost
all
negative.
Pollution, global warming,
pesticides, extinctions, etc. News today is 10 and 17
times more negative than objective or positive news,
resulting in a biased picture of just what is going on in
the world around us (see here). Aside from the science, what is also part of living in a world of electronic

media, is that people compete for attention via sensationalism, which may in turn lead of false perceptions
of reality. Clearly this is a time when we need to stay
grounded in reality, and being grounded in nature is
the root for our past, present, and future.
Actually, according to the Pew Research Center,
almost 80% of Americans say they want better environmental news coverage so they can know what’s
actually going on and how to act responsibly. We
shouldn’t deny that environmental problems exist, but
many environmental problems that were serious
around Earth Day 1970 have been solved. A 2015
Gallup Poll found that 51% of Americans believed
that environmental quality is getting worse, while
41% say it’s getting better. Actually, the untold story
is that environmental quality in the US is significantly
improving, especially since Earth Day 1970. But we
don’t hear that.
For example, as Stewart Brand, who gave us the
Whole Earth Catalog, has shown in some of his
recent research, we read a lot about extinctions but
reports of extinctions may not tell the whole story of
what is really going on, as
most extinctions that are
reported take place on
islands, not mainlands,
meaning small sub-populations, and some species that
have gone extinct, like
mastodons, may now be restored (see here).
To illustrate what some more examples of what is
actually real, here are some examples of positive
things that are actually going on concerning environmental quantity and quality: Wildlife resources are

“Archery has a chance to help
us return to our roots and study
the nature of nature. That in
itself is truly a bullseye.”
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increasing, niot decreasing; acreage of forests in the
U.S. is increasing; pollution levels in U.S. waterways
are decreasing, solid waste disposal and recycling have
improved significantly over the past 60 years; the air
in the U.S. is much cleaner since 1970 (the passage of
the Clean Air Act), and overfishing of food fish in
U.S. waters has ended, plus water use across the country reached its lowest levelo in naerly 45 years in
2014. Not what you would have thought, no?
“The public should stop being blinded by the media. The
media can sell bad news, but they have a hard time selling
good news. And there is a lot of good news, thanks to science, researchers and communicators.” (Jean-Michel
Cousteau)
The point is that for people to understand fully what
resource conservation is going on in the world today
and what needs to be done, this is a matter of technology, but also one of restoring our sense of what is conservation in nature. We need some people who can
inspire us to know and develop who we really are and
they know what inspires people to become conservationists. Eco-psychology is another word for conservation and understanding of what is the value of
nature to the soul.
Simply hiking, watching animals, and boating,
and other outdoor sports are very important to supporting the human spirit, as well as conserving natural
resources.
Physical activity is a great source of sport that
people enjoy today. People need to find outdoor sports
as ways to recreate to affirm who they are, and result
in fitness, inspiration and maybe even some food.
And as you know, a growing number of people may be
drawn to one of the safest of all weapon sports –
archery – which is about 25 million archers are in the
US today. (You knew I was getting around to archery,
didn’t you?) Archery was invented thousands of years
ago to get food and for survival, but today it is used
for sport.
Why Archery?
Why archery? It began as a stick. Then a sharpened
stick. Then a spear. And a smaller spear that could be
propelled over a greater distance. And it could be
adjusted according to the archer. And points could be
made to increase the efficacy of the weapon. It began
use for food and protection. Frankly, some believe that
archery is part of the human soul (see here). Anything
can be a weapon that can be used for food, fun or
defense. Maybe all. Archery is special and using it
Archery Focus

“According to the Pew Research
Center, almost 80% of
Americans say they want better
environmental news coverage
so they can know what’s
actually going on and
how to act responsibly.”
enables us to tap into our souls.
All archers shoot at targets but archers who hunt
number almost five million today. And, due to concerns about animal rights, one of the most controversial aspects of archery today is hunting. Most of us do
not need to hunt for food. The motivation must be
something else. In hunting we tap into our roots.
Hunting today is a very controversial thing.
Archery in general is not. If you are going to hunt,
there are at least two things for your consideration as
a serious archer who hunts to take their archery seriously. #1 How good a shot are you? You should know
the anatomy of the animals hunted and when and
how you want to loose your arrow to make it hit the
optimumal target zone. Some people hunt big game,
others shoot smaller animals, birds, and fish. Choose
your target wisely as you are becoming a carnivore,
and some hunted animals not only are tough to kill
but can turn around and harm or even kill you, like
bears. You need to know exactly where the arrow
should hit to let you harvest the game, what kind of
equipment you need, how to track the animals, and
what to do after that to get the meat home, resulting
in a re-enactment of thousands of years of human
nature. This can be a personal matter or one involving
established religions of all kinds.
Inspiring Role Models
In part due to the general negative nature of news
today when we look for our hunters, we need to find
positive role models who practice conservation, and if
possible, those who are archers. One conservation
hunter who we should all be studying is Aldo
Leopold. Around the turn of the 20th century, Aldo
Leopold grew up hunting ducks along the Missouri
River and then deer when he grew older. He had a
knack for identification, and was what some call a
genius in Naturalistic Education (for more information see here). After growing up on the banks of the
Mississippi River, Leopold went East where he spent
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a year in prep school during
which he was inspired by a
Native American scholar.
He then spent six years
studying Forestry at Yale
University, which was the
only university forestry
school in the US at that
time.
Upon graduation he
went to the Southwest
where he worked for the
Forest Service. During this time he challenged Teddy
Roosevelt about hunting predators as a way to
increase the deer population. He also learned firsthand about nature’s powers by nearly being hit by
lightning and getting stranded in a blizzard and saved
by an Indian.
Initially Aldo Leopold hunted with firearms.
After the US Forest Service, he moved to the
University of Wisconsin, where first became head of
the forest products program and then he became the
first professor of wildlife management in the world.
He also also was an archer, making his own equipment in his spare time (see here). Also, the whole
family learned to shoot arrows and hunt and his wife
was the Wisconsin state archery champion; she scored
fifth in the country back in the l930’s and 40’s.
The family initially lived on campus, but he was
nspired by another American Indian to create a
“shack” along the Wisconsin River, where the family
spent weekends and they planted thousands of pine
trees. As a result, Aldo Leopold wrote and delivered
many speeches about conservation and formally and
in writing he worked with
people to help them understand how natural ecosystems work and how people
influence them. This led
not only to hunting and
writing, but trips to northern Wisconsin to see winter
deer yards where there are too many deer as one way
to understand the place of hunting in modern times.
Along the way he wrote A Sand County Almanac
that has sold several million copies since the late
1940’s and is today published in 14 languages worldwide.
In his work, he was very concerned that people
understand that both anti-hunters and hunters,

including archery hunters,
should recognize the actual
abundance of potential
game animals, for the statistics may not be accurate,
and what were the ways to
sustain these birds and animals.
Understanding
the
modern realities of hunting
is especially important
today as there is considerable controversy about hunting, and news media seem
to focus on negative news. One example: in the news
we hear a lot about diminishing species. Actually,
some species that are abundant, are appropriate for
bowhunting, in some cases too abundant for farmers
crops to not be damaged, such as deer, Asian carp, and
wild pigs.
One good part of living in this technological age
is that many problems can be solved with creativity
and wisdom, as well as the variety of ways people can
learn about things.
We do have “hunting heroes” on TV, but most all
are on outdoor channels. We need to learn more about
conservation though people like Aldo Leopold and
we see precious little about him on TV. Attending
theaters right now is difficult so TV is what nearly
everyone has and uses. A few years ago a PBS documentary, “Green Fire” (here) was produced about
Aldo. Another challenge in process now is that there’s
a current effort underway to produce a feature film
and/or a TV show about Aldo Leopold’s life. This
project is in development
with professionals thanks to
Aldo Leopold Foundation
and the University of
Wisconsin, which have
optioned Aldo’s life story,
and provided stills.
Finding funding is
tough these days for many
of us and funding productions of feature films is definitely one area that’s not
cheap. But, if done well, many people will be educated
and inspired by this film. This film could definitely
help develop the programs found now in state and
federal agencies nationwide that are seeking to get
more people outdoors and enjoy outdoor sports.
If you’d like to get a copy of one of Aldo’s book’s
or a copy of the initial documentary about him, you

“Hunting today is a very controversial thing. Archery in general
is not. If you are going to hunt,
there are at least two things for
your consideration as a serious
archer who hunts to take their
archery seriously. #1 How good
a shot are you?”

“Simply hiking, watching animals, and boating, and other
outdoor sports are very important to supporting the human
spirit, as well as conserving
natural resources.”
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can send a contribution here. Please note in your contribution that the money is to go towards the feature
film. If you want a copy of A Sand County Almanac,
your donation should be at least $100. If you donate
more than $200, you will also get a copy of the finished film when it comes out. If you would like to
invest directly in the film, minimums are $5000 and
you will sent a contract form in the mail.
Archery has a chance to help us return to our
roots and study the nature of nature. That in itself is
truly a bullseye. Aldo Leopold’s work should inspire
us all to remember the power of nature, and the
potential for archery serve as a special way to get outside and back in touch wityh our roots.
“There are some who can live without wild things and
some who cannot.” Aldo Leopold

N ew E xp a nde d S econd Edi tion!
Written by your favorite Archery Focus authors—Rick McKinney, Don
Rabska, Larry Wise, Ty Pelfrey, Dr. Lisa Franseen, Annette Musta, and
others—Precision Archery covers every aspect of target archery. You’ll
find instruction on how to compete, how to perfect your form, and upto-the minute advice on many, many topics.
Nothing was left out of the first edition, even the spirit of archery
was addressed, but we wanted to take it up a notch so we added three
new chapters covering common problems facing Recurve and Compound archers, including a full chapter on target panic. If you are looking to take your game to the next level, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Archery Retailers and Online!
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On

Finger
Tabs

by Simon Needham
Rifles, pistols, and compound bows have two
sights, one at the front and one at the back (peep
sights for compound archers who shoot with sights).
Line the front and back sights up and you hit the target, well that’s the principle. With recurve bows you
can have a front sight, but you are not allowed a rear
sight, or mark on the string or even a long centre serving, the end of which can be used to sight with. And,
if you took off the rear sight of a rifle, but could place
your cheek on the stock in the same position so that
the eye was in a consistent position, you would not
need a rear sight! Aiming in archery relies on the nock
being drawn to a consistent point in relation to the
aiming eye. Although the string cannot be marked, it
can be used by the archer to horizontally align the
bow with the sight – whence string pictures! With the
string aligned to the same point in relation to the
sight, this will eliminate left and right shots caused by
an inconsistent head position. All that the archer
needs to do is ensure that the nocking point is the
same distance and position from the eye, and once
that is achieved it will eliminate the vertical variations
in the group.
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My point here is this: the tab not only protects
your fingers from the string on draw and release, but
enables you to draw your arrow’s nocks to a consistent
position in relation to your eye. This is often achieved
through a plate on top of the tab that rests under your
jaw bone. With your mouth closed and the top and
bottom teeth set against one another positively, the
distance from the nock to the eye should be the same
every time.
Although there are many different types and
makes of tab it is the position of the string against the
fingers that is consistent throughout, that is to say
whatever tab you try, the position of the string in the
fingers should remain in the same place.
The key finger to the position of the string
against the fingers is the middle finger, the tendon of
this fingers is aligned directly along the forearm and
should take approximately 70% of the draw weight,
the index finger 20% and the ring finger 10%. This
configuration of pressure, ensures that the string
below the nocking point has the deepest bend in it,
with the ring finger hardly distorting the string, with
the index finger helping the nocking point remain
Archery Focus

more vertical. You will notice some top archers hardly
use their ring fingers at all. Ensuring that the fingers
are not touching the nock, but at the same time trying
to minimise the span of the fingers so minimising the
distortion of the sting around the nock. The string
should sit in or just behind the last joint (distal) of the
middle finger at full draw. One way to get to this
position is to start with the string behind the joint
and as the bow is drawn, let it drop into the joint. The
other two finger positions are totally reliant on the
configuration of the archer’s hand. The length of fingers and alignment of the joints, differs from hand to
hand so the position of the index and ring finger will
differ from archer to archer. The consistent position
for the archers will be the position of the string
against the middle finger’s end joint, with the tip of
the finger pointing away from the target.
It always seems counter intuitive to have so much
of the fingers wrapped around the string, I have tried
just using the tips of the fingers, but it takes so much
strength of the fingers that the hand is locked in position, which makes the loose very stiff. With the deeper hook the hand and fingers are much more relaxed
and when the archers releases the string, the hand is
much more relaxed and the string passes the fingers
more consistently. When setting up my fingers on the
string, I look through the slot in the tab so I can see
the crease of the first joint of my middle finger
through it, I then know that my fingers are in the
right place for the start of the draw. <insert image Initial finger position>
On the whole there are two ways of using tabs:
1. The tab aligns with the hand or
2. The tab aligns with the bow string.
The Tab Aligns with the Hand
The most common type of tab that aligns with the
hand is the A&F tab. With this tab configuration the
tab needs to be adjusted to the fingers, so that it will
held in the same place on the fingers for every shot.
The spacer needs to be held in place so it does not
move between shots, if the tab has a platform that
goes over the index finger, the index finger needs to fit
snugly between the spacer and platform, this helps
keep the tab aligned with the hand. Using a tab this
way the string position will be away from the backing
plate, with the string positioned against the middle
finger first joint. The length of the tab face will be
longer using a tab this way to account for the gap
between the backing plate and the string position.

The Tab Aligns with the Bow String
The Cavalier Elite tab is designed to give positive
string alignment. With this type of tab (which I prefer) the plate of the tab is placed up against the string
and the fingers wrapped around the string, keeping
the string and the tab in the first joint of the middle
finger, using a tab this way the tab sits much further
down the fingers, I preferred using it without a spacer.
It is secured to the middle finger with a chord, some
archers erroneously swap the chord for elastic, and
this is not a good idea as the elastic will allow the tab
to change position on every shot. The chord ensures
that the tab remains in the same position on the fingers giving more consistency. The length of the tab
face with this method is much shorter as the string
rests against the plate. As the tab is “shot in” you
should note that the string impression on the face
stays more or less against the plate for just the middle
finger, and the impression further away from the plate
for the other two fingers, more so for the ring finger
(see photo).

If an archer were to set up two tabs, using both
methods, although the tab face of the tab that aligns
with the hand is longer, the distance from the string
position on the tab on the end of the tab should be
around the same length.
On the whole whichever method you use you will
need to adjust the tab to suit your finger and hand
size.
Setting Up Tabs For Shooting
(For this section I will be talking about fitting the tab
aligning it to the string)
The difference in tab size (its height), takes into
account how thick your fingers are, thin carrot fingers
Continued on the Next Page
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– small tab, big sausage fingers – large tab! If the tab
is too small the fingers will be wider than the tab and
the tab face will not protect the fingers. If the tab is
too big for the archer’s fingers, although the fingers
will be protected, the additional tab materiel will give
erratic loosing of the string. With the right size of tab,
the fingers will be fully protected with no additional
face materiel above or below the fingers. I would suggest that if you are looking at trying different tabs and
you are unsure of what size you require, that you
either buy the cheaper ones to start with or see if you
can borrow one to try for size.
Once you have one of the right size, it will almost
certainly need adjusting and the face trimmed to suit
your finger size.
If you are going to use the top plate that sits
underneath the jawbone, which is what I prefer, it
needs to be adjusted so that with the plate pressing on
the underside of the jaw bone, that the draw hand
maintains good contact with the rest of the jaw and
neck. If the plate is too high, the top of the index finger will be below the jaw and not be able to keep contact with it, leading to inconsistencies in the draw
hand position. If the plate is too low, although the
index finger maintains good contact with the jaw, the
plate does not, which can lead to inconsistencies of
the distance between the eye and the nocking point,
leading to vertical spread of the groups.
With the top plate in the correct position, when
you are at full draw the plate will be firmly under the
jawbone pressing up, teeth closed, maintaining the
distance between the nock and the eye. The draw
hand should in good contact with the jaw line and the
thumb in contact with the neck, the pressure of the
hand against the jaw and neck can be monitored by
the archer, ensuring that the pressure at those contact
points remains the same prior to release. This helps

maintain a consistent release.
Once you are satisfied that the plate is in the correct position, you can start shooting with the tab.
Note that with a new face extra care needs to be taken
to ensure that the string is up against the plate, and
the string is in the correct position in the joint of the
middle finger. If you are using a spacer, it will be the
next thing to adjust. (I do not use a spacer). Once you
have shot a session or two you can look at trimming
the tab face.
A sharp pair of scissors is good for this, and should
be done a little at a time, if you cut off too much you
will have to get new faces and start again. I find that
putting talc on my fingers and shooting leaves a good
outline of where my fingers are in contact with the tab
backing. Not only will you be shortening the tab face,
but you may be able to take material from the top and
the bottom of the faces. The idea is to trim down the
tab so that it, covers and protects your fingers but there
is very little “hanging” that will interfere with the
string’s path during the loose. Some material can be
removed from the slot in the tab, where it wraps
around the arrow. The slot needs to remain narrow
around the nock, so there is little or no gap either side
of the nock and the tab, this ensures that the tab’s position on the string is consistent.

Further out from the nock the gap can be made
wider to help with the clearance of the arrow and
nock as the face unwraps around the string on loose,
ensuring that the fingers are still protected.
Tab Faces
Although tabs come with different face materials and
thicknesses, is does not mean that you have to stick
with what your tab came with.
I have found that some of the tabs come with a
good front face but the backing face can be quite soft
and so may stretch after shooting for a while so you
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need to keep an eye that it does not stretch and interfere with the string on loose. Personally I like cordovan leather and I use it for both backing and front
faces, and find that it tends to stay in place.
Any leather can be used for making faces. I have
a new face that I use for a template, when cutting
from “blanks” but you need to make sure that you
align it in the right direction. If you get a piece of
leather you will find that it will tend to stretch in one
direction, but 90 deg to that direction, it has very little
stretch. When cutting new faces the fingers should
align with the direction of “non stretch” as this helps
the tab face to keep its shape.
Although I like cordovan leather for the front
face I have found that in the UK it can rain from time
to time, even trying to keep the tab dry, when the
water soaks into it, it affects the loose and group. I
have for many years now used the Spigarelli vulcanised face for a front face and cordovan for the backing,
I buy large vulcanised faces and cut them to fit. I find
that the consistency of loose whatever the weather on
the whole remains the same, but a new vulcanised face
is a little sticky and will require a little talc to keep the
loose smooth.

The thickness of the total faces is a factor as well;
too thin and the tab will not protect your fingers, too
thick and it may well effect the string’s path on
release. I find that with the thinnest face that protects
my fingers, I have a better feel of the position of my
fingers on the string and am able to place them consistently. For me if the faces are too thick I lose the
feel of the position of my fingers on the string, and
get inconsistent placement. I have tried a single thick
cordovan face, and three thin ones, and I have found
that two layers (vulcanised front face and cordovan
backing) between my middle finger and the string
works best, I have an additional thin layer for the ring
finger.
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When ordering faces you should be able to ask for
the thicknesses you are after, better if you can pick
them out yourself.
Since this is so personal, you should do such
experiments for yourself.
Finger Spacers
Spacers come in many shapes and sizes and you do
not have to stick with the one that came with the tab,
or you can make your own, I have used plastic chopping boards to manufacture spacers. You may find
that you can adjust the one that comes with the tab by
bending or filing or wrapping tape around it might
make it fit better. I would suggest that if you are using
a spacer that it is held in place with two screws, this
will help ensure that it does not move when you are
shooting. Some of those that come with only one
screw and have a tendency to move altering the position of the tab in the hand.
A spacer can help with maintain the alignment of
the tab to the hand, but can also help you with separating their fingers around the nock. Fortunately I am
able to keep my fingers away from the nock without
one.

“Spacers come in many shapes
and sizes and you do not have
to stick with the one that came
with the tab, or you can make
your own, I have used plastic
chopping boards to manufacture
spacers.”
Continued on the Next Page
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Additional Attachments
Some tabs come with additional fittings: a hook for
the little finger, different
top plates and palm plates,
etc. With any of these you
need to make sure that they
enhance your shooting, I
have tried a little finger
rest, and for me I found
that I would press\squeeze
it at full draw, changing the
angle of the tab in my hand.
The palm plate on the
Suma tab (obviously the
version with a palm plate), did not work for me as it
changed the angle of the tab. As with the hand
against your jaw and neck, the palm plate will also be
able to give feedback ensuring that your hand remains
in the same position all the way through the shot. All
you can do is try them and see if it improves your consistency.

consistency, and what you
can do with or to them to
make your shot more consistent. Whatever type of
tab you choose it will
almost certainly need some
adjustment to improve it for
the way you shoot and the
sizes of your fingers and
hands. As part of your
“Check Tuning” have a
good look at your tab. With
shooting the faces can
stretch and start to catch
altering the tune. With a lot
of use, some leather, especially in damp climates, will
deform and a groove will form in the leather also
causing tuning issues. A good tab face materiel should
last and keep its surface, throughout the season.

“The thickness of the total faces
is a factor as well; too thin and
the tab will not protect your fingers, too thick and it may well
effect the string’s path on
release. I find that with the
thinnest face that protects my
fingers, I have a better feel of
the position of my fingers on the
string”

Summary
As with most things in archery fitting tabs is about

Kirk Etheridge is Back in Print!
Professional Archery Technique, written by Kirk Ethridge, who won numerous indoor and outdoor championships in NAA, NFAA, and FITA competition,
as well as being the 1992 Las Vegas Unlimited Champion and 1993 FITA World
Indoor Champion, has been out of print for quite a while, but no longer!
Kirk shares his expertise and hard-won advice freely in this book. Topics
include bow and arrow setup, perfecting your form, the shooting process, tuning
the bow, troubleshooting, the mental game, and defeating target panic.
Professional Archery Technique blew the whistle on rangefinding techniques, used to determine the distances to unmarked range targets and which
are still illegal in most organizations, that were and are in widespread use in field
archery. Now, you don’t have to wonder why you don’t place in unmarked
shoots; you can learn how the winners do it!
While focussed on compound archers who want to excel, Kirk also offers tips
to recurve archers and bowhunters, as well.
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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Mental Training
for Coaches
Randi Smith
Several years ago at a presentation on coaching
I said that I believed coaches need mental training as
much as athletes . . . maybe different, but still necessary. The reaction from the audience (of archery
coaches) was immediate. They definitely didn’t agree,
so I didn’t go any further with the idea. However, I
believed it then, and after several more years of coaching at international competitions, I believe it even
more strongly.
I have a Master’s degree in counseling with an
emphasis in performance psychology. I used my skills
in working with the team, but often didn’t have the
time I wanted in order to focus on the mental part of
the game. Fortunately, we had sport psychologists
available to work with the team. This was definitely a
benefit, giving the team more resources and more
people to turn to. Another opinion and different
voices were good for the team and I’m always willing
to learn more as well!
As the Head Coach of our team I encouraged our
coaches to attend whenever we did any mental training with the athletes. The team worked with several
sport psychologists while I was there, but for the last
several years we worked with Dr. Nicole Detling from
Headstrong Consulting. She attended camps and
travelled with the team and learned how archery and
archery competitions work. (She does other sports
and performance events as well—skiing, ballet, soccer,
football, and many more. Get more information at
www.headstrongconsulting.com). Because she spent a
lot of time with the team, the coaches and archers
trusted her (and still do) and had confidence in her.
Why Do Coaches Need Mental Training?
Coaching can be exciting, and occasionally boring,
but along with exciting and boring, it’s often also
stressful. Many of the things we train athletes for, we
need to train ourselves for as well. The “stage” for the
coach “performance” is different, but the needs are the
same. As with the athletes, the skills need to be pracArchery Focus

ticed and they can be used in many different situations.
I found that constructive self talk and being aware
of, and then controlling, my breathing and body tension were the most important. If I realized my shoulders were tensing up or I was starting to feel stressed
or overwhelmed, I was usually able to take a few deep
breaths and talk to myself in order to calm down.
There are many books and videos available to
help you learn these skills, therefore I am not going to
cover how to learn them. For most of them these
examples, self talk and controlled breathing are the
most important skills to learn and use. At the end of
the article I’ll provide a list of some of my favorite
resources.
Dealing with Distractions/Focusing On What You
Need to Be Focused On
How often have you been helping an athlete with
something and you hear a noise or see a crowd and
you lose track of what you’re doing? Maybe something happens at the other end of the field, but you
need to stay focused on your end. One time that you
might really need this skill is when you are in the
coach’s box during a big match. You need to watch the
clock and the athlete you are coaching, not the other
athlete.
Staying Calm Under Pressure
Maybe the official makes a call you don’t agree with
and it makes a difference in the outcome. Can you
calm down enough to have a civil conversation with
the official and not get kicked off the field? There can
also be pressure when there are several matches going
on at once . . . and you need to keep track of everyone.
Being Able to Adapt
If you want your athletes to be able to adapt to schedule changes, nasty food, rain delays, and all of the
Continued on the Next Page
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other stuff, you also need to be able to do it. Getting
angry and stomping off because the target assignments need to be adjusted, isn’t good for your athletes
or for you. Being able to calm down so you can look
at the situation objectively, and deal with it will make
a big difference for you and your team.
Not Letting Others Know How You Feel
Another athlete, or a parent, or another coach could
say something that makes you angry, or hurt - but it’s
not the time or place to deal with it. At this point,
you’ll need to stay calm and file it away so you can
deal with it later. Again, if you are in the coach’s box,
you need to be able to hide your reactions - both positive and negative. Sometimes you might need to put
on that calm, cool, and collected face - and go take a
timeout!
Staying in the Present Thinking about the match
going on right now can be a challenge when you know
there is either another match or some other event
coming up later. If you have an athlete who needs
medical attention, it can be hard to delegate that to
someone else. Being able to keep your focus where it
needs to be is important. Dr. Detling suggested we
think about WIN - What’s Important Now.
Coaches can also use their own mental training in
order to teach the athletes skills they need to know.
There are a lot of mental performance skills that can
be taught and reinforced while you are teaching physical skills. (You should be practicing them as well!)
If you are working with a sport psychologist, the
SP might have gone over and taught these skills, but
they need to be practiced. It helps to make sure you
are using the same words for specific skills and if the
athletes have words they use as triggers, find those out
as well.
Reset After a bad shot, or after being distracted,
an archer needs to be able to reset, to forget what happened and go on to the next shot. Dr. Detling used a
strategy with the team she called the 4Fs to help let
go of mistakes. We worked with the team members to
help them come up with a trigger and/or their own
reset routine.
1.Fudge (or fiddlesticks or any other f word) - This
is an emotional reaction to the mistake. Allow and
acknowledge the emotion.
2.Fix During this step the athlete visualizes doing it
in correctly (more than once if possible). They
should leave their mind with a vision of how to do
it correctly.
3.Forget It’s important to forget about the last play
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and focus on the next play. Some athletes use a
physical or mental trigger (or picture) to let it go.
They might imagine erasing it and starting over or
filing it away. When possible, they can put the
arrow back in the quiver and start the whole shot
over. (That’s not always possible, so they/you need
to practice doing it more quickly as well.)
4.Focus Focus on the next play and being right here,
right now.
Self Talk
Paying attention to what the athletes are saying to
themselves is important. Helping them learn what to
say and how to say it can make a big difference. It
doesn’t always need to be positive, but should help
their performance, rather than hinder it. The coach
can help the athletes figure out what kind of self talk
helps them and you can help them remember while
they are practicing. It will be a lot more effective during performance if they have practiced it.
Visualization and Breathing/Body Awareness
These are also skills that won’t work as well during
performance if they are not practiced during their
training. Helping the athletes know when they are
getting tense or frustrated, acknowledging the emotions, and learning to focus on the next shot are all
important.
We were fortunate that we had Dr. Detling and
the other sport psychologists travel with us. There
were several times when having them there, helped
out a lot. Not all sport psychologists are clinical psychologists, but they had had the experience to help
deal with unusual circumstances and allow the coaches to go on with coaching. Some of these times for us
included:
• When I knew an athlete was struggling, but I
couldn’t stop what I was doing - I could spot the
signs of a struggle, but couldn’t always be two
places at one time. I could let the SP know what
was going on and they could intervene.
• If an athlete is having an issue with a coach or
another athlete, it can be helpful for them to have
someone to talk to in order to figure out how to
deal with the issues. The sessions with the SP were
confidential, and only shared with coaches if the
athlete agreed.
• The sport psychologist helped with team building
activities. They helped the team figure out team
and season goals and figure out why they were
doing what they were doing.
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It was always nice to have someone say the
same thing I’d been saying, but saying it in a different way in a different voice.
There were a couple of times when things
happened that were out of our control, but needed
to be dealt with. When the sport psychologist was
available, they were able to help with either the
individual or the group while the coach worked
with the others. Some examples include • After an archer had a devastating loss but the
coach needed to continue coaching the other athletes.
• An archer was unclassified or reclassified and it
made a difference to the team makeup. This happened to us twice before the 2016 Paralympic
Games. All of our recurve women were reclassified
as Not Eligible. It was devastating to the team and
the coaches.
• A protest is filed by another team that affects your
team.

In summary, we were fortunate to have access to Dr.
Detling and to the other sport psychologists through
the US Olympic and Paralympic Committee
(USOPC). If you don’t have that access, there are a lot
of sport psychologists out there who will work with
individuals and teams. You can find one here:
https://appliedsportpsych.org/certification/cmpcdirectory/
Other Resources
Other resources I like include: (I’ll include more in a
later article)
• Headstrong Consulting: (headstrongconsulting.com)
They also have a podcast called “Becoming Headstrong”
• USOPC Coaching Education: https://www.teamusa.org/About-the-USOPC/Coaching-Education
• Don’t Leave the Mind Behind by Keith Henschen
and Nicole Detling
• In Pursuit of Excellence by Terry Orlick

Know Why You Aren’t Doing Better?
So many archers are puzzled as to why they don’t do better. They want
to win but they aren’t even close to placing. They practice, they have a
good bow and good arrows, but it never seems to come together. There
are many things they are doing wrong but there is one big thing that will
change everything.If you are in this situation you may want to take a
peek at Why You Suck at Archery (and what you can do about it)
Get your copy of Why You Suck at Archery
(and what you can do about it) today!
100 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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Available Everywhere!
The AER Recreational Archery Curriculum takes beginning recurve, compound, and traditional
archers from their first arrow all the way up to competing in major archery competitions. Detailed,
step-by-step instructions tell beginning archers how to become intermediate level archers and then
how to advance to expert levels. Each instruction includes an evaluation device so archers and coaches
can track progress.
The Complete Archer’s Guide is provided for student-archers of all ages who wish to be able to
see and read about what they will be learning but is not required for participation in a program using
this curriculum. The Coach’s Guide inludes the entire Complete Archer’s Guide with copious annotations and extensive appendices on what to teach and when and how to teach it.
The Curriculum is entirely flexible so Coaches and Archers can adapt it to their needs by changing the order of instructions or even replacing or augmenting them. Additional support is being provided to both Coaches and Archers at www.ArcheryEducationResources.com. All programs need to do
to adopt and use this curriculum is to purchase one copy of the Coach’s Guide. Get your copy today!

All of this is
included in here!

Available from Amazon.com
and ArcheryEducationResources.com!
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An Archery Training
Flaw
by Steve Ruis
As part of a bureaucracy (I was a teacher) I saw
this happen over and over again and have read about
this occurring many more times. It is part of normal
bureaucratic workflows now. It goes something like
this: a bureaucratic leader shows how an agency can
work spectacularly well. One example was a county
roads supervisor who found ways to inspire his
employees and produce clean safe roads for his service
area. His methods were highlighted in an article I
read with the implicit message of “you could do this,
too.”
This is why we all crave
“good leadership,” even
when we have no idea what
it looks like unless it is right
in front of our faces, and
sometimes not even then
(you only miss it when it is
gone). It seems that all we
need is “a strong leader.”
But these folks do not come
along all that often and
“waiting for Superman” is
just not a good strategy. So
bureaucrats try mightily to “institutionalize” the
methods of these inspired leaders: they create rules,
and bureaucratic structures to make sure that the
fruits of that leadership are carried on into the future.
This happens over and over . . . and eventually,
almost always fails. Not always but often enough. So

. . . how come?
Before I address that, let’s see how this plays out
in an archery context. A promising archery competitor becomes known. So, what path does he/she follow? Often, he/she has a famous or near famous
archer, occasionally a coach, who they use as a guide.
They “want to be like Mike” or whoever they consider
to be an exemplar of all that they are striving for.
Does this work? Generally not so much. So . . .
how come?
What is missing from
all of these scenarios, political and archery, is any indication of how much hard
work was applied to get the
results lauded. I have had
quite a number of experiences in which I helped
recruit volunteers, who we
then worked like dogs to
achieve an end. And then
those volunteers thanked us
for being included! Why?
Because we inspired them.
They felt their hard work
was for a good end. We acknowledged them and their
work and thanked them profusely, but no money, no
medals, etc. changed hands. We did ask them for
input into processes and treated them like adults who
had something to offer, which also went a long way.

“A promising archery competitor
becomes known. So, what path
does he/she follow? Often,
he/she has a famous or near
famous archer, occasionally a
coach, who they use as a guide.
They “want to be like Mike” or
whoever they consider to be an
exemplar of all that they are
striving for.”
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The key element for
bureaucratic systems and
archers alike is working
hard, very hard, to achieve
their outcomes. Success,
without all of that hard
work, seems either unobtainable or transient if it is
obtained. We see it all of
the time with young archers
who win everything in
sight, and then drift away from the sport when the
going gets tougher and the prospect of success without a great deal of hard work fades to imperceptibility.
The hard work that these archery champions
engage in is rarely emphasized. We see lists of their
equipment (they have sponsors after all), we see lists
of their accomplishments (championships, medals,
and monetary prizes won, etc.), but we rarely see lists
of their ordinary training/work hours/activities.
Bureaucratic employees who are no longer
inspired by a charismatic leader, are urged to do
things “by the book.” Archers rarely emulate the brutally challenging practices of their “heroes” but will
buy equipment that apes theirs, or adjust their form
and execution to look like theirs, etc. They are basically going “by the book” and not looking for the substance of their hero’s accomplishments.
This can be submerged even more when people
point out what a “natural talent” so-and-so is. “He is
so talented” and “what a natural athlete” come tripping off their tongues when they know no such thing.
I am reminded of a pro football player who was
described as being “so talented.” When he told his
story he pointed out that as a child, he got tired of
being bullied, so he launched a program of doing at
least 100 push-ups and 100 sit-ups every day. He
expanded his program as he got stronger. Oh, and to
build up his speed and endurance he took to racing

the trains which moved
through his neighborhood.
How many of your students, or you yourself, shoot
100 arrows per day? Coach
Simon Needham considers
this almost a minimum for
ambitious
Olympic
Recurve archers.
Those of us who publish archery self-help information will do better by getting some of this other
information into print and circulation. Obviously it
has value. Celebrities sell their workout routines.
Competitive cyclists sell their training plans.
Nutritionists sell their nutritional regimens, especially
if they work with celebrities. If we aren’t sharing the
key elements undergirding the success of our students, what are we selling?
Do you have a training plan option for archers?
We will publish your article; all you need do is write
it.

“The key element for bureaucratic systems and archers alike
is working hard, very hard, to
achieve their outcomes.
Success, without all of that hard
work, seems either unobtainable
or transient if it is obtained.”

“This can be submerged even
more when people point out
what a “natural talent” so-andso is. “He is so talented” and
“what a natural athlete” come
tripping off their tongues when
they know no such thing.”
Archery Focus

COACH

YOURSELF!
Sometimes you don’t have a choice. Sometimes a
coach isn’t available, nor are knowledgeable friends.
But you’ve learned to shoot a little and you want to
get better.
So what can you do?
This book was written with you and your situation in mind. It shows in step-by-step detail how
you can coach yourself to get better. And constantly in the author’s mind was that this book should
help you benefit from coaching if that becomes
available to you.
Coaches look at archers from the outside in
and see things archers can’t because they are busy
shooting. So with some low tech (mirrors) or higher tech (cameras) this book shows you how to get
that outside-in viewpoint, what to look for and
then how to train the changes you want to make in.
While not a complete substitute for a good
coach it can help you get further down the road
than just wishing and hoping that if you keep
shooting you will automatically get better (you
won’t).
The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library is a
effort to supply archery coaches with a literature,
not just on the shooting of arrows out of bows, but
on how to coach people to do that better.

New from the
WAF Coaching Library!
Available from Better Book Stores and
Online Booksellers like Amazon.com
Archery Focus
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Still Can’t Get Enough on Coaching?
In this sequel to Coaching Archery, More on Coaching Archery,
and Even More on Coaching Archery Coach Steve Ruis
addresses a full range of coaching levels and subjects, supplying
tools and new perspectives for archery coaches of all levels.
Archery Focus magazine Editor Steve Ruis’s first coaching book,
Coaching Archery focussed on serving beginning-to-intermediate coaches and is the best selling archery coaching book available. All of the subsequent books are addressed to all archery
coaches of all levels.
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online

Raise Money for Your Archery Club!

Generate cash for your archery club by joining the
Archery Focus Affiliate Program! It’s as Easy as 1, 2, 3!

1
2
3

Click on “Affiliate Info” on your AF account page.
Download your choice of AF banner and place it on your website.
Each time a click results in a new subscription, a 30% commision
($9.80) will be credited to the PayPal account you’ve specified.
Got Questions? Email Claudia@ArcheryFocus.com
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New in the WAF Coaching Library!

The Principles of
Coaching Archery
Volume 1 & 2
Surely there are principles to guide coaches of archery. Uh, like
“Be positive!” and “Never describe how they are doing it wrong,
describe how to do it right.” and . . . . and . . . .yeah, Steve Ruis ran
into the same problem. But he persevered and here is the first
extensive collection of coaching prionciples for archery coaches, with
explanations.
The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching
Library is a effort to supply archery
coaches with a literature, not just on
the shooting of arrows out of bows
but on how to coach people to do
that better.

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library
Far More on Coaching Archery (2020)
Yet More on Coaching Archery (2020)
Coach Yourself! (2020)
Bob Ryder on Coaching Collegiate Archery (2019)
The Principles of Coaching Archery (2015)
Teaching Archery (2015)
Still More on Coaching Archery (2014)
Larry Wise on Coaching Archery (2014)
Archery Coaching How To’s (2013)
Even More on Coaching Archery (2013)
More on Coaching Archery (2010)
Coaching Archery (2008)

Available from Amazon.com
Archery Focus
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Helping the Helpers—
Bits and Bobs to Finish Up
Part 10 and the End of the Series
by Veronica-Mae Soar
Where does teaching stop and coaching begin?
I am sure there are many ideas about this, but I would
say that after the first shot you have done the teaching
and from there on you are – in effect – coaching your
pupil; although there will still be new things for them
to learn, and in the early stages you will need to talk
them through what they are doing.
If your first session has gone well and you have
kept things friendly, then your pupil will likely be
back next week for more of the same. This time all
that will be required before you begin is a reminder of
the basics they went through last time. Help them get
kitted up, go through the limbering exercises and
away they go.
In preparation for this session, you will have
placed a new white spot aiming mark on the target
and set the distance at 20 yards/meters. There will
almost certainly be things you have to remind your
pupil, so talk them through their shot. Point out that
the goal is to produce a group, and that it is not
important where that group
is, because once this grouping can reasonably be done
then that group can be
moved to the centre spot
with a slight adjustment of
the sight.
Note the general position of the arrows and if
necessary make that sight
adjustment. And, of course,
you know exactly how to do

that, don’t you ? For arrows high = sight up, arrows
low = sight down. But by how much ? You can spend
some time, as many quite well established archers still
do, fiddling to get this right, unless you do it the easy
way. Hold the bow out to the target, sight on the
Gold. Note the distance along the sight bar from the
Gold to where the arrow landed—that is the amount
of adjustment needed. These are teaching moments as
you want to transfer these abilities to your archer.
As your lessons progress and you build on the initial work, you will introduce a “proper” target face,
explain about scoring, and gradually move to a longer
distance.
Over time you may well find that your pupil naturally
develops a reasonable timing, or rhythm. This is quite
important, and attention should be paid to ensuring
this. If each shot is too variable in the time it takes,
results will not be as good as they might be.
It is debatable just how much a coach/instructor
should seek to influence a
pupil’s shooting rhythm, or
to what extent. The short
answer is as little as possible. An archer’s rhythm is
very personal and is very
much a part of the feeling
of relaxation which is so
important for good shooting. If you start to draw too
much attention to how
quickly or slowly they shoot

“If your first session has gone
well and you have kept things
friendly, then your pupil will likely be back next week for more
of the same. This time all that
will be required before you
begin is a reminder of the basics
they went through last time.”
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requires a bare boss set at
it becomes a concern
about six paces away so
which could affect their
that the arrow cannot
comfort. So at this early
miss. Ask your pupil to go
stage in their developthrough the usual action
ment you merely need to
up to the part when they
watch out for major difturn their head to the tarferences, or for ‘snap’
get. Then ask them to shut
shooting, or for too long
their eyes and complete
spent at full draw. The
the draw, paying particular
whole action should be a
attention to how the varifluid progression.
ous parts of their body feel
If you are happy that
and their position. Get
there are no major differthem to settle for a
ences from shot to shot
moment and feel comfortand your pupil is mainable and then release
taining that flow then
(check that the arrow is
there is no need to say
pointing at the target first
anything – other than
and has not wandered
perhaps a word or two of
Replace the white circle of paper on your target face
sideways, up or down).
praise – which never goes
for each new lesson.
Talk them through this,
amiss.
If you observe some significant differences then it encouraging them to feel their arms, their back, their
will be necessary to draw attention to these and make hands and so on and, in particular, their muscles and
your student aware of them, for they may not realize. whether they are relaxed or working.
This activity is one which many archers include in
Try to establish why you think they are, for instance,
holding too long, or not holding on aim at all, and their training and practicing routine as a regular feature and is very beneficial.
gently discuss this with them.
If your pupil is rushing the shot, letting go before
If they are too long on aim you can talk about
whether they feel that all is not quite right and that if they have even stopped moving; that could just be
they have that feeling they should come down and nervousness, or it could be they find they cannot
start again. As an aside, many archers who come move the pin onto the Gold. Find out by questioning.
down because it “does not feel right” will go right Gold shyness usually occurs in more experienced
back to the beginning, replacing the arrow in the archers, but this may be your pupil’s problem, and
quiver, relaxing, and then starting a completely new there are ways to deal with this, and they are the same
whatever level of skill an archer has achieved,
sequence.
Dealing with Gold Shyness Basically a period of
time is spent not shooting.
Helping your pupil to
No, that does not mean
become more aware of how
talking up another sport, it
things feel is quite easy.
means going through the
People vary in their level of
whole action from start to
what we call “body awarefinish but not releasing the
ness,” where the various
arrow, then coming down.
parts of their body are in
Start this with a plain boss
space. We all know folk
at about 10 yards. Each
who can shut their eyes and
time the archer must say to
bring a finger precisely to
their nose – and those who
themselves “I am not going
find that hard to do.
to shoot this arrow.” Help
What can help trementhem once again by talking
dously is what we call
through what they are
“blind shooting.” This
Continued on the Next Page

“If your pupil is rushing the shot,
letting go before they have even
stopped moving; that could just
be nervousness, or it could be
they find they cannot move the
pin onto the Gold. Find out by
questioning. Gold shyness usually occurs in more experienced
archers, but this may be your
pupil’s problem.”
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doing, There is no way I can
tell you how long to do this
before moving to the next
stage which is a white aiming spot, it will vary from
person to person. .
To add a little spice to
this exercise and incidentally make it more effective,
you can place a number of
aiming spots dotted over
the boss, rather than just
one in the middle. Your
pupil can then be asked to
aim at the blue, the white one, the red one, the black
one (avoid gold/yellow at this point, as it is too much
like what they cannot aim at).
When they are able to draw and hold on aim
then move to a gold aiming spot, placing it on different parts of the boss and gradually moving to the centre. Once there is a steady hold on this, then move to
the full face. If, by accident, a shot is loosed at any
stage, pass over that and return to the exercise. This
practice could continue for more than one lesson and
you will have to decide by observation and questioning. Gauging when you think your pupil is ready, can
hold steadily on the gold and is completely in control,
then give them permission to loose.
There may be times when this exercise needs to
be returned to, and is always there in your pupil’s
mind when they are on their own. I have found this
very effective and it beats the old advice of changing
hands and shooting the other way.
With the obvious reasons for an action which is
not smooth and regular having been taken care of,
check to see if in fact your pupil has now adopted a
smooth easy rhythm. If there are still places where the
flow is not all it might be, or there is a distinct difference in how long various parts of the shot take, then
you can suggest they “self
time” their shots. There are
numerous ways and it is
best if they decide, although
you can make suggestions.
The obvious, counting 1-23- is a bit too regimental for
my liking but could work
with some. I have found a
mental ticking clock helps
some, such as with a
metronome, while a simple

tune which runs through
their heads helps others.
Some I have found for
whom “nock 2 3 4 fingers 2
3 4 draw lift 2 3 4 draw 2 3
4 aim 2 3 4 loose 2 3 4” does
work. With this method
you might, having noted
parts of the shot where they
need to slow down, suggest
that part becomes 2 3 4 5.
Whatever aid is used, it
should not need to be for
very long before whatever is
running through their heads fades into the background and they barely think about it. Their rhythm
is established.
As I said, these are ideas which you may not need
to employ at all during the few early lessons, as just
asking them to slow down may be all that is needed;
but they are good to know about, and can be tucked
away in your mental tool box until needed, when you
have taken that certification course and are regularly
coaching appreciative archers. (If you stuck with your
beginner for a number of lessons, you clearly are
enjoying it and, in for a penny. . . .)

“Over time you may well find
that your pupil naturally develops a reasonable timing, or
rhythm. This is quite important,
and attention should be paid to
ensuring this. If each shot is too
variable in the time it takes,
results will not be as good as
they might be.”

“People vary in their level of
what we call “body awareness,”
where the various parts of their
body are in space. We all know
folk who can shut their eyes and
bring a finger precisely to their
nose – and those who find that
hard to do.”
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Finally, A Book for Archery Parents!
Finally, parents with kids getting involved in archery have a book just
for them. Everything parents want to know is covered, like:
• How to tell if an archery class is safe
• How to protect your pocketbook
• How to deal with archery equipment
• How to find and work with coaches
• How to tell if your child is getting serious about archery
• How to deal with archery organizations
• Whether you should coach your own child
• . . . and a great deal more about archery technique, execution, and
equipment.
Get your copy of A Parent’s Guide to Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online

ConfessionsofanArcheryMom
Often poignant and always funny, Archery Mom Lorretta Sinclair has written
about her adventures guiding herself and three boys through the world of
archery. Navigating the shoals of coaches, equipment, tournaments, travel, and
a never-ending draw on her credit cards, she manages to find the bright side,
although not without some teeth gnashing thown in. Along the way she ends up
a mentor, coach (yes a real, as she would say, “certifiable” coach), road manager, confidant and, ever, a mom. Even the after effects of the tragic death of
her second son are bared as she writes.
Follow Lorretta’s family as they experience life in the snowy mountains of
Utah and the high desert of California, and survive everything from snow and
hail to extreme high tempertures accompanied by sandblasting winds while
just trying to shoot a few arrows.
If you are a sports parent, especially an archery parent, there is a great
deal of wisdom, humor, and even a few tears in following Lorretta on her journey.

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available from Amazon.com
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AER Articles for Archers

Getting Serious:
Keeping Going
When You Can’t Shoot
Part of Archery Fundamentals by AER
In the US and the UK, and I suspect everywhere
else, archery ranges are closed because of the pandemic. Competitions, both minor and major, are being
cancelled. The Lancaster Archery Classic, a major
indoor event for Barebow Recurve archers, has had to
cancel its planned event. (This event, sponsored by
Lancaster Archery Supply of Pennsylvania, is such a
class event that they sent out a heartfelt apology to
one and all, even though they had worked arduously
to put on a safe event, the state decided that all sporting events needed to be canceled. We are big fans of
LAS.)
So, we are all in the
same boat, so how do you
keep your interest up?

face. Knowing that all of the rings are proportionate
in size, you should be able to figure out how wide the
other rings are. (Yes, archers have to do the math!)
For example, the 9-ring is 9.6 inches wide (24.4
cm), which is already too wide to print on an 8.5 x 11˝
piece of paper. So, many archers just create a 10-ring
and print them out to shoot at. You can include an Xring, if appropriate, and a letter X in the middle, if
appropriate. (If you want the gory details of how wide
the lines separating the rings are and what the exact
colors of the rings are, you can find them in the rule
books, downloadable for free from World Archery.)
A word of warning, if
you make up such a target
and print out a lot of them,
your supply of the inks that
make the color yellow will
be greatly diminished
which may get you in trouble with the computer
Power That Be. Just print a
few at a time and you will
be okay.
Proportional Faces If you have a small place to
shoot, say in your heated garage or your basement,
there is further computer wizardry you can engage in.
If you pace off your available shooting distance and
compare it with the distance you usually shoot, you
can created miniature target faces that appear at that
very short distance as they would if a real target face
were used at the full distance. Here’s an example: let’s
say you have four meters to shoot in your basement.
And you normally shoot at 40 meters. The ratio, or

“In the US and the UK, and I
suspect everywhere else,
archery ranges are closed
because of the pandemic.
Competitions, both minor and
major, are being cancelled.”

Computers and Archery
One of the ways archers can
keep their mind in the
game is to create your own
targets. Computers and
computer printers allow
you to do quite a bit. For example, the main outdoor
target used in the Olympics and other World Archery
events is 122 cm across, so you won’t be printing one
of those, for sure! You may have wondered why they
pulled 122 cm out of their hat, because all of the other
target faces are multiples of 10 cm in diameter (80
cm, 60 cm, 40 cm, etc.). Well, that target was first
devised in jolly old England as a 4 foot wide target.
And 4 feet translated into centimeters is 122 centimeters. (Now you know.)
The 10-ring on that target is 4.8 inches wide
(12.2 cm), one tenth of the total width of the target
Archery Focus
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Prominent in the
WAF Coaching Library!
L A R R Y WI S E
ON
C OACH IN G A R C H E R Y
Larry Wise, one of the premier archery coaches in the
United States, is sharing his coaching wisdom, especially for coaches of compound-release archers but
also bowhunters. So, if you coach or want to “self
coach” yourself, there is now a new addition to the
coaching literature just for you.

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library is a
effort to supply archery coaches with a literature, not
just on the shooting of arrows out of bows, but on
how to coach people to do that better.

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library
Far More on Coaching Archery (2020)
Yet More on Coaching Archery (2020)
Coach Yourself! (2020)
Bob Ryder on Coaching Collegiate Archery (2019)
The Principles of Coaching Archery (2015)
Teaching Archery (2015)
Still More on Coaching Archery (2014)
Larry Wise on Coaching Archery (2014)
Archery Coaching How To’s (2013)
Even More on Coaching Archery (2013)
More on Coaching Archery (2010)
Coaching Archery (2008)

Available from Better Book Stores and
Online Booksellers like Amazon.com
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proportion of 4 to 40 is it is one tenth. So, if you make
a target face that is one tenth of the size of your normal face, it will appear exactly as the full-sized face
does at 40 meters. Your drawing program should
allow you make your target face that size.
A fine point is to place the target face high
enough that the angle you are shooting at will be close
to what you would be shooting at regularly. And, the
small target is just for viewing. The bow can be set up
to launch the arrows quite a bit lower, they don’t have
to hit the target. (You are not shooting for score, you
are shooting to maintain, even refine, your form.
Shooting Anyway
We offer two approaches here. One is in using bow
trainers and the other is shooting at close distance in
a basement of garage.
Shooting with a Bow Trainer There are commercially available bow trainers designed to simulate you
shooting your bow (browse online catalogs for examples). There are also devices that can be used with
your bow to allow you to “shoot” your bow in a confined space (Check out the Ad Astra Shot Trainer
and the Formaster device).
One of our favorites, that seems to longer to be

available is “air bows.” These devices took
the place of your arrow rest and consisted of
a long tube with a piston in the tube. The piston, as long as your arrows, attached to the bow
string and when the string is released, the piston
shoved the air in the tube out a small hole in the far
end. No arrow is shot, but the feeling of shooting is
fully there. (Some archers kept a bow set up with one
of these so that they could practice in small bits of
time, anywhere in their house they wanted to . . . even
while watching TV.)
Shooting Your Bow or a Training Bow If you
decide you can shoot in your garage or basement, be
aware that you are legally liable for “accidents.”
If you want to shoot at home and you are a young
archer, make sure the adults in your household are
involved. The safest way to shoot is at very short distance, blank or blind bale-style, with an impenetrable
wall (such as a concrete basement wall) behind the
target butt. Obviously no pedestrian traffic can be
funneled through your little range, etc.
Shooting your bow or a lighter- or heavier-drawing training bow are options.

Do You Love Archery History?
The bow and arrow were invented at least 60,000 to 70,000 years ago
and for 99% of that time children learned archery the same way they
learned everything else: by doing.
More recently, though, children began receiving instruction in the
way of the bow. Eminent archery historian Hugh Soar shares his vast
knowledge of how youths were taught during this period, both then
and now, starting in his native England, expanding to the rest of the
U.K, then out to Europe and the U.S., and also including the Middle
East, Africa, and the Far East.
Archery coaches and archers who have an interest in youth archery
or archery history will love this book. It is packed with history and is
charming, too. Fully illustrated.
Get your copy of The Young at Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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AER Articles for Coaches

Getting Serious:
Helping Them to Keep
Going When They Can’t
Shoot
Part of Archery Fundamentals by AER
Your archery ranges is probably closed because of the
pandemic. You haven’t seen your students in weeks, so
how to you help them stay in the game and not drift
away to other interests (they will you know)?
So, we are all in the same boat, so how do you
help them keep your interest up?
Sharpening Your Saw
Obviously the old saw that “you can’t give what you
don’t have” applies and you are encouraged to spend
some time learning more about archery and coaching,
but this isn’t a direct support to your students . . . but
needed to be said.
Communicate, Communicate, Communicate
Keeping communication going is a key point, if my
Email Inbox is any indicator. However your students
like to communicate, email, text, etc.) sending them
something fairly frequently
Making Yourself Available for Remote Coaching
Whether by email, Zoom, Skype or whatnot, letting
your students know you are available to answer their
questions and to supply encouragement and advice is
a key factor in staying connected.
Archery Crafts Suggestions One of the ways
archers can keep their mind in the game is to create
your own targets. Computers and computer printers
allow them to do quite a bit. Now they won’t be print46

ing out 122 cm target faces but they can print out target centers. If they are able to shoot, either at home or
at an indoor range, printing out a grid of small targets
is a way to keep track of their end groups. They can
assign one little target for each end and list the hit
points on the little targets with 1, 2, 3, etc. to indicate
first arrow hit here, second arrow hit there, etc. Then,
after their practice, or scoring, round they can analyze
whether there are patterns to see. If their arrows started somewhat high and the target and then dropped
lower in subsequent shots (shooting without a clicker),
then maybe their stamina is in need of reinforcement.
Be sure to warn your younger students that, if
they make up target centers or sheets of target faces
and print out a lot of them, their supply of the inks
that make the color yellow will be greatly diminished
which may get you in trouble with the computer
Power That Be (Mom or Dad). Have them just print
a few at a time and they will be okay, or better, have
them clear any such jobs with the owner of the printer
before proceeding.
Proportional Faces If they have a small place to
shoot, say in a heated garage or basement, there is further computer wizardry they can engage in. If they
pace off their available shooting distance and compare
it with the distance they usually shoot, they can create
miniature target faces that appear at that very short
distance as they would if a real target face were used
Archery Focus

at the full distance. Here’s an example: let’s say they
have four meters to shoot in their basement. And they
normally shoot at 18 meters. The ratio, or proportion,
of 4 to 18 is four and a half to one or 9 to 2. So, if they
make a target face that is smaller in a ratio of 9 to 2
of the size of your normal face, it will appear at four
meters exactly as the full-sized face does at 18 meters.
You may have to help with the math. A drawing program should allow you make that target face that size.
Hey, don’t get bogged down in the math, 4.5 to 1
is close enough to either 4:1 or 5:1 that you could use
either of those rations and be “close enough.” They
aren’t shooting for score, they are shooting to stay in
shape and keep their form.
You can also help by supplying a printable image
of a target face.
A fine point is to place the target face high
enough that the angle they are shooting at will be
close to what they would be shooting at regularly.
And, the small target is just for viewing. The bow can
be set up to launch the arrows quite a bit lower, they
don’t have to hit the target. (You are not shooting for
score, you are shooting to maintain, even refine, your
form.

Shooting Anyway
If they decide they can shoot in their garage
or basement, be sure you do not come across
as authorizing that, as that incurs legal liability
in cases of accidents. (But you told them everything
would be okay!)
If they want to shoot at home make sure the
adults in the household are involved. The safest way
to shoot is at very short distance, blank or blind balestyle, with an impenetrable wall (such as a concrete
basement wall) behind the target butt. Obviously no
pedestrian traffic can be funneled through their little
range. etc.

Need a Book for an Adult Just Getting Started?
Archery is exoploding as a sport and more and more people are
starting up! And not all of these archers are kids. If you know an
adult who is just getting started and needs a good orientation to the
sport of archery, this is the book for them. The subtitle tells it all:
Archery for Adult Beginners. No longer do adults need to consult
materials designed for kids.
Chapters include the following topics: Safety, Getting Started,
Getting Coached, Equipment, Archery Styles, and Competitions.
Cover are the steps to shooting an arrow, how to stay safe at all
times, how to make sure your equipment is sized for you, and more.
Written by the Editor of Archery Focus magazine and Master
Coach Steve Ruis, get a copy today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Pro Shops and Online Booksellers!
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Want Lots More on Coaching Archery?

Two new collections of essays on coaching archery from Coach
Steve Ruis, guaranteed to stir your coaching juices and get you
thinking. Many of these essays have not been published before so
here is the only place you
will find them. These
essays are addressed to
coaches of all levels, so if
you enjoyed Coaching
Archery, More on
Coaching Archery, Even
More on Coaching
Archery, or Still More
on Coaching Archery,
you will like these, too.
The Watching Arrows
Fly Coaching Library is
a effort to supply archery coaches with a literature, not just on the shooting of arrows out
of bows but on how to coach people to do
that better.

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library
Far More on Coaching Archery (2020)
Yet More on Coaching Archery (2020)
Coach Yourself! (2020)
Bob Ryder on Coaching Collegiate Archery (2019)
The Principles of Coaching Archery (2015)
Teaching Archery (2015)
Still More on Coaching Archery (2014)
Larry Wise on Coaching Archery (2014)
Archery Coaching How To’s (2013)
Even More on Coaching Archery (2013)
More on Coaching Archery (2010)
Coaching Archery (2008)

Available from Amazon.com
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The Watching Arrows Fly Catalog
The Watching Arrows Fly
Coaching Library
Larry Wise on Coaching Archery
(2014)
by Larry Wise
For compound and
bowhunting coaches.
Archery Coaching How To’s
(2013)
by Steve Ruis
For those coaching out of their
area of experise and beginning-tointermediate coaches.
Even More on Coaching Archery
(2013)
by Steve Ruis
For all coaches.
More on Coaching Archery
(2010)
by Steve Ruis
For all coaches.
Coaching Archery (2008)
by Steve Ruis
For beginning-to-intermediate
coaches.

General Archery Titles
ProActive Archery (2012)
by Tom Dorigatti
For compound archers
wanting to be
really good.

Professional Archery Technique
Third Edition (2009)
by Kirk Ethridge
Primarily for compound and 3D archers.
Winning Archery (2012)
by Steve Ruis
For archers wanting to learn how
to win.
Archery 4 Kids (2010)
by Steve Ruis
Written for an 8 to 14-year old
beginner audience.
Confessions of an Archery Mom
(2011)
by Lorretta Sinclair
Stories of an Archery Mom coping
with three boys, all
outstanding archers.
Shooting Arrows (2012)
by Steve Ruis
Written to help adults cope with
their new sport.
Why You Suck at Archery (2012)
by Steve Ruis
Written for archers who want to
learn why they aren’t getting better
and how they can.
A Parent’s Guide to
Archery (2010)
by Steve Ruis
Written to help parents who have
children in archery.
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